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An extensive study of the Nordhouse Dunes has been called "good," but it does not include enough - 
especially in a "preferred alternative zone" to ensure protection against possible environmental damage 
through drilling for oil and gas . 

The study, prepared by a consultant for the Michigan Department of Natural Resources. did not include 
the so-called "buffer zone" for environmental assessment, says a member of the Hamlin Lake 
Association. 

That omission, said John P. Forester of Hamlin, makes "the report not sufficient for Vital Resources to 
draw the conclusion that they did. 

"We are recommending to enlarge the study of Zone 5 and ask that an environmental impact statement 
(EIS) be required before any drilling is permitted in or near the dunes, " said John P. Forester, a 
Ludington attorney and member of the Hamlin Lake Association. 

FORESTER SAID THE association will make that recommendation at the April 17 public information 
meeting on the Nordhouse Dunes. 

The meeting has been called by the DNR for information and for public comment on the impact of 
contemplated oil and gas exploration and development within the dunes . The meeting begins al 7 p.m. 
in the L.F. Peterson Auditorium of the Ludington High School. 

An earlier meeting is scheduled in Grand Rapids on April 15. 

The impact study was prompted by concern from Gov. James Blanchard and the Michigan Natural 
Resources Commission over potentially adverse environmental impacts that hydrocarbon development 
may have on this sensitive dune area. 

The Nordhouse Dunes, located north of the Ludington State Park, is the only area in Michigan 's Lower 
Peninsula currently pending designation as a Federal Wilderness Area. 

SURFACE OWNERSHIP IS held by the U.S. Forest Service, but a substantial percentage of the mineral 
ownership interest is maintained privately. 

The study, which began last fall and was prepared in January , deals with the " valid existing rights" of 
those who own mineral rights, and with the environmentally sensitive area , according to Vital 
Resources. 

The consultant included information that the Nordhouse Dunes "is the largest tract of publicly owned, 
relative ly undisturbed dune-associated land in the United States and. possibly the world, " and that 



development of a comparatively small source of energy would probably not justify potential damage to 
a resource of this sort 

Forester said today that lhe study was "a good one. until they admitted they haven 't made an 
environmental study of Zone 5 and apparently don' t think that this is necessary.” 

IN THE STUDY, VITAL Resources recommended two alternatives, one called the "preferred alternative" 
which allows no drilling to occur except in the one-mile wide buffer zone (see the map) called Zone 5. 
The contingent alternative, recommended to be adopted only "if 1t is not possible to work out 
acceptable means lo implement the preferred alternative," would be open for development only after a 
site-specific EIS was made. based on a specific permit request. 

Forester and George Buley, a Hamlin resident who has been vocal over the oil and gas drilling, both said 
the study is " very preliminary." 

And they both said that privately held mineral rights should be " put up against the rights or property 
owners to a clean environment which is guaranteed by the Constitution of the State of Michigan and the 
Michigan Environmental Protection Act. " 

"My own personal feeling is no drilling at all," Buley said. "Who benefits most from what is done in an 
area? What happens if they postpone oil drilling for more years, when technology could be advanced? 
Besides, gas and oil prices are down now. Is it that vital?" 


